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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
TE&Y Study Guide 

2019 

This study guide will help you prepare for your daily duties and the 2019 exam. When you come to your 

rules class, have with you the reference documents listed below, the completed study guide, and the 

supporting documents. 
 

The simulated events occur on the Orange, Sugar, Rose, Fiesta and Iowa Subdivisions 

***This fictitious timetable area is located west of North Platte, Denver and El Paso*** 

You will follow along with a crew called to begin work on the Orange Subdivision. By answering questions 

arranged sequentially based on developments, the crew will move from one end of the trip to the other. 

 
After the scenario reaches Kinnick (question 120), the trip can continue in multiple directions. Your 

manager can instruct you on which section of the study guide to complete after this point. Continuing 

on the Orange Sub will have a CTC emphasis. The Sugar Sub focuses on TWC while the Rose Sub 

emphasizes Automatic Cab Signals (ACS) operations, the Fiesta Sub will target Grade operations, and 

the Iowa Sub will stress Automatic Train Control (ATC). 

 
As developments occur, you will be asked questions about how situations should be handled, including 

train movement, tonnage requirements, helper requirements and rule requirements. 

 
As you work through the study guide, keep in mind the situation the crew is in and what is required to 

respond correctly to the situation. 

REFERENCES YOU WILL NEED: 
 
 

• Union Pacific System Special Instructions 

• Union Pacific System General Orders 

• Form 8620 Instructions for Handling Hazardous Materials 

• Calculator 

• Cab Signal Departure Testing Guide (PB-24116) 

(http://home.www.uprr.com/emp/operating/op_prac/op_train_matrl.shtml) 

http://home.www.uprr.com/emp/operating/op_prac/op_train_matrl.shtml)
http://home.www.uprr.com/emp/operating/op_prac/op_train_matrl.shtml)
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1. Engineer Chase is called on duty at 0600 for yard job YS25 at Sunflower Yard. On Engineer 

Chase’s previous start, his total trip time was 14 hours and 10 minutes. How much rest was he 

required to have prior to this start? 1.17 
 12 hrs 10 mins              

 

 

 

2. Engineer Chase arrives at the Sunflower Trim and prepares for work. He notices the Foreman on 

the YS25 job is wearing an activity monitor wristband (FitBit type device). Can Foreman Candy 

wear this device while on duty? 2.21 
                                         No 

 

 

 

3. Prior to commencing work, what documents must be reviewed as part of the job briefing with 

Foreman Candy? 70.3, SSI Item 7-A 
                                -System General Orders 

                                -Subdivision General Orders 

                               -Track Warrant for Bulletins 

                                -Superintendent Bulletins           
 

4. While sitting in the crew room prior to heading out to his power, Engineer Chase wants to call his 

wife on his cell phone. Is this permissible? 2.21 
                                      Yes, as long as it is shut off and stowed prior to getting on board 

 

 

 

5. The locomotives assigned to the yard job are tied down in the engine spur. Both locomotives are 

shutdown. When can Engineer Chase release the handbrakes on the locomotives? 31.1 
                                      Once brakes are charged and operative, handbrakes may be released. 

 

 

 

6. The daily inspection cards on the locomotives were signed yesterday. Who is responsible for the 

daily inspection and when? 31.2.1 
                                    Engineer is responsible to sign card on new calendar day by end of tour.  

 

 

 

7. How does Engineer Chase verify that the locomotive brakes are operative? 31.8.4.1, 31.8.4 
 

Standing Locomotive Air Brake Test  or Light Engine Running Air Brake Test 
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8. While moving down the lead, Engineer Chase discovers that the speedometer on the lead unit is 
not working. Can the locomotive continue in service as the leader for today’s work? 31.2.4 

                                   Yes, until next repair facility not exceed 20 mph 

 

 

 

9. Foreman Candy will be using hand signals while protecting the shoving movement (lite power) 

towards the Bowl Lead. Is a radio job briefing required prior to initiating the movement? 6.5 
                                    No 

 

 

 

10. The YS25 crew will be coupling and switching bowl tracks before doubling the outbound train to 

the departure track. What protection is required before performing work in a bowl track during 

humping operations? 7.13 
                                  The crew must job brief regarding which track will be fouled, request protection from the employee  

                                 Controlling the switches 

  

 
 

11. Foreman Candy and Switchman D'Angelo have a job briefing and, after reviewing their switch 

lists, decide to switch out bowl track 3 first. How many bowl track(s) must be “locked up” prior to 

performing work in bowl track 3? 7.13 
                                   Bowl track 3, the track to be fouled.             

 

 

 

12. While coupling bowl track 3, Foreman Candy discovers a misaligned drawbar. In addition to 

separating the equipment a sufficient distance and establishing "Red Zone" protection, is any 

additional protection required prior to adjusting the drawbar while in bowl track 3? 81.5.4, 

81.13.1, 81.13.2 
                                     Tie sufficient hand brakes to unattached portion with a minimum of 2.  

 

 

 

13. After switching out bowl tracks 3, 4 and 5, the crew is ready to begin the double over to the 

departure track. Foreman Candy will be riding on the lead unit while pulling down the lead. As 

the crew heads down the lead, they see two switch flags on a trailing point switch the 

movement will traverse. What action is required by the crew? 8.2, 82.2, SSI Item 22 
                                 Stop of short of fouling adjacent track and contact EIC of switch flags. 

 

 

 

14. Sunflower Yard Trim instructions require that the head 25 cars have air when pulling down for a 

double over to the departure tracks. How should Engineer Chase control the movement when 

stopping to drop Foreman Candy off at the east end of the departure track? 34.1, 34.2, 34.2.12 
                                   Engineer should throttle one notch at a time, gather up the slack utilizing light applications  

                                   of the independent brake to limit in-train forces. 
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15. After clearing the east end of the departure track, Foreman Candy will need to line the switch 

for departure track 4. What must Foreman Candy consider before lining the switch? 82.3 
                                    LISOPP 

 

 

 

16. After lining the switch, the YS25 crew will need to shove 40 car lengths into track 4 (straight track). 

Foreman Candy will be using the radio while controlling the shoving movement. What job briefing 

must occur prior to initiating the shoving movement? 6.5 
 

                                Provide engineer distance and direction and who is protecting the movement 

                        and how protection is provided. 

 

 

While securing the cars in departure track 4, Foreman Candy notices that the head car is over the 

clearance marker. Foreman Candy calls the Yardmaster who instructs him to leave the car where it is 

located as long as it clears the lead because the outbound crew is bringing power out for the train now. 

 
17. How should Candy respond to the Yardmaster's instructions if he insists that Candy leave the car 

over the clearance mark? 1.4.1, 7.1 
                                    Good faith challenge as that would be in violation of rule 7.1 leaving cars beyond clearance cone.   

 

 

 

The next day, Engineer Chase is called on duty with Conductor Keach for a local job at Sunflower 

Yard, the LSF33, at 0600. The crew is instructed to take two lite locomotives at the east end of 

track 4 in Sunflower yard and head to the Sessums Industrial Lead to finish work the night local 

couldn’t complete due to their power becoming bad order. 

 
18. After changing operating ends, what test(s) are required? 31.1, 31.1.2, 31.8.2, 31.8.4.1 

Alerter test and either a light engine air brake test or Standing Locomotive airbrake test.   

 

 
 

19. While passing the detector at MP 230.4, it transmits a “No Defect” message. Is this considered a 

defect and is there any action required of the crew? SSI Item 13 

                                                No but must report to dispatcher. Proceed at max authorized speed until next detector 

 

 
 

20. What is required of the crew when approaching a crossing equipped with automatic warning 

devices with this two unit consist? 6.32.2 

Be prepared to stop until crossing gates are fully lowered and working properly. 
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21. After lining the main track switch for the Sessums Industrial lead, can they leave the main track 

switch open to maintain their main track authority? 8.3 
                               No must be lined for main or it would need to be attended by crew member 

 

 

 

22. Approaching Wheat Industry, Conductor Keach is riding the point of the lite power. Can he 

couple directly into the bad order engine and cars? 81.13 
                               Yes 

 

 

 

23. After making and stretching the joint, how must Conductor Keach dismount the engine? 81.4.1 
                              Hands free of any equipment, face equipment, maintain 4 pt contact, pause at bottom 

                              

 

 
 

24. Engineer Chase will assist Conductor Keach with MU’ing the power. Will Chase need to establish any 
additional protection if Conductor Keach has already established a Red Zone on the track? 81.5.4 

                              Yes, engineer will also need a redzone 

 

 

 

25. After MU’ing the power and changing ends, what air test(s), if any, will be required? 

31.3.1, 31.8.4, 31.8.4.3 
                               Standing Locomotive airbrake test 

 

 

 

26. While connecting the safety chains between units, Conductor Keach asks Engineer Chase how low 

the chains can droop. How should Chase respond? 31.8.1 
                                  8 in 

 

 

 

After spotting a car and pulling 3 empty cars at Wheat Industry, they need to leave one car in the 

runaround track at the facility, which is derail protected, prior to traveling to Orange Industry. 

 

 
27. What securement test is required when leaving the car in the runaround track? 32.1.4 

                                 Single car securement 
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28. What air test(s) are required, if any, before leaving Wheat Industry to travel 2 miles to Orange 

Industry? 30.5.1, 1.33 
                                    Transfer airbrake test.  

 

 

 

After discussing whether or not an air test is required, Conductor Keach decides to use his hand 

held gauge to complete the required air test. 

 
29. Does the accuracy of the gauge have to be verified, and if so, how is this accomplished and do the 

results have to be documented? 30.2.6.1 
                                  Yes every 90 days. Testing guage to locomotive pressure, which must be within +/- 3 psi.  

 

 

 

30. The LSF33 is utilizing the mobile work order reporting system. Does Conductor Keach’s hand held 

reporting device need to be off and stowed until work is completed and reporting is required? 

2.21, SSI Item 15 
                                 No. 

 

 
 

31. Keach would like to wait until after spotting Orange Industry before reporting the work at both 

Wheat and Orange industries since the two locations are so close. Is this acceptable? SSI Item 15 

                                                       No. It is required to report in a time manner and as real-time as possible.  

 

 
 

32. Could Keach report the work completed at Wheat Industry while en route to Orange Industry? 

2.21, SSI Item 15 
                                 No – not on moving train.  

 

 

 

33. Orange Industry is a spur track. What are the requirements when shoving into Orange Industry? 

7.12 
                                 Stop 150 feet from end of track. Tie hand brake and proceed to end of  bumper 

 

 

 

34. After spotting Orange Industry and returning with the power to the cars left on the lead, what air 

test(s), if any, are required before departing for Sunflower Yard? 30.5.1, 30.10.1 
                                 Class 3 – set and release. 
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35. What authority is needed to occupy the main track off of the Sessums Industrial Lead at 

MP 221.3? 6.3, 10.1 
                                     Verbal authority from dispatcher.  

 

 

 

After receiving the proper authority to enter the main track and operating the switch, the signal 

governing movement to the main track continues to display a stop indication. After the required 10 

minute wait, the local enters and proceeds westward. 

 
36. The next signal in advance is a Clear signal. Conductor Keach notices the speed is approaching 

20 MPH and the accelerometer is indicating an increase in speed. What action should Keach 

take?1.47, 1.47.1, 6.27 
                                    Communicate with Engineer. Should be at restricted speed.  

 

 

 

37. If Engineer Chase fails to take appropriate action to control the train, what action should 

Conductor Keach take? 1.47 
                                 Stop movement. – Emergency application  

 

 

 

The Sunflower Yardmaster instructs the LSF33 to double their cars to track 1 in the yard. He tells 

them there is a gap in the track and he wants them to put it together and make sure to lace up the 

air. After pulling past the signal at CPW236, the dispatcher lines them into the yard. 
 

38. Conductor Keach shoves to a joint in track 1 and asks Engineer Chase for a stretch. The lead unit of 

the consist is stopped in the middle of the control point. Can Chase pull westward to stretch the 

joint? 6.4.2 
                              No permission for reverse movement required.  

 

 

 

39. Utility employee Brinkley is working with the YSF51 in track 2 and offers to assist Keach. Are 

there any requirements for Brinkley to work with the LSF33? 5.13.1 
                                  Utility employee must attach himself to crew to assist via job briefing. 

 

 

 

40. After all of the necessary requirements are met, Brinkley tells Engineer Chase to stretch track 1. 

After the stretch, Brinkley establishes Red Zone protection to release the handbrakes. She doesn’t 

have a brake stick. Can she release the end mounted brake on a box car from the ground? 81.11 
                                  No. 
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41. Brinkley releases the handbrake on the first car and notices the adjacent car also has an end 

mounted brake. Can she step from car to car? 81.5.2 
                                Yes, if safe to do so.  

 

 

 

42. After releasing the handbrakes and clearing the Red Zone, Brinkley begins shoving to a joint on the 

east end of track 1 (located next to the main track). While shoving, they experience an emergency 

brake application. There was no slack action. What action(s) are immediately required? 6.23 
                                 Warn other trains by radio “Emergency emergency emergency”. Contact dispatcher/yardmaster 

                                     

 

 
 

43. After complying with all required actions related to the UDE event, the crew completes the move. 

Brinkley calls for a Red Zone to apply handbrakes. There is a permanent brake stick holder equipped 

with a brake stick at the east end of the yard. Is she required to use the brake stick? 81.5.4, 81.11.3 
                              Yes, when practical and available.  

 

 

 

44. While securing track 1, the yardmaster calls Brinkley and tells her to go assist an inbound 

conductor with their set out. What procedure should she follow to comply with the yardmaster’s 

instructions? 5.13.1 
                               Detach herself from crew prior assisting and job briefing with other crew.   

 

 

 

The LSF33 thanks Brinkley for her help. The yardmaster then calls them with instructions to pick up 

two separate 2 unit locomotive consists, one on track 5, the other off of the wye track, and take all 

of the power to the mechanical facility. The power on the wye has exceeded the periodic 

inspection date and the daily inspection card shows an inspection was made 2 days ago. 

 
45. After coupling to the power in track 5, what air brake connections, if any, are necessary to move 

the power within the terminal area? 31.6.3 
                               Brake pipe test with 10 psi reduction 

 

 

 

46. Is an air test required before moving the power being picked up? If so, what is the procedure for 

performing the test? 31.6.3 
                               Brake pipe test with 10 psi reduction 
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47. After coupling to the power on the wye track, will Engineer Chase be required to perform a daily 

inspection before moving the power to the mechanical facility? 31.2.1,31.2.5 
                                   No 

 

 

 

48. Will Chase be required to complete a non-complying tag and attach it to the isolation switch of 

the lead unit? 31.2.5 
                                No but speed not exceed 10 mph 

 

 

 

49. The mechanical foreman instructs them to bring the power into the inbound tracks, which are not 

protected by outbound derails. How many handbrakes are required and how does Engineer Chase 

verify that no undesired movement will occur? 32.2.1 
                                  All handbrakes must be tied and release air to check securement.  

 

 

 

The next day, Engineer Chase and Conductor Hall are called on duty at 1800 to relieve the OPSUN 

22. Conductor Hall calls the Corridor Manager to determine the location of the train and is told 

that the OPSUN 22 is a Key Train - High Hazard Flammable Train which was tied down two days 

ago in the siding at Texas due to a traction motor fire on the rear DP consist. The Corridor 

Manager informs the crew that all emergency personnel are clear of the train and that the train 

has been cleared to depart Texas. He also requests that the crew obtain an EOT device prior to 

heading out to Texas because the rear DP has been removed and the train will operate 

conventionally back to Sunflower Yard. 

 
50. After obtaining paperwork, what else does Engineer Chase need to obtain before departing in the 

van and heading to Texas? SSI Item 10-L 
                                  A reverser.  

 

 

 

51. While riding in the van, deadheading out to the train, Conductor Hall would like to access the 

internet on his personal electronic device. Is this permissible? 2.21 
        Yes provided he does not distract driver.  

 

 

 

52. Once the relief crew arrives at the train, they find the securement form left by the previous crew. 

What information was the previous crew required to document when securing the train? 

SSI Item 10-L 
                             Number of brakes, tonnage, length, grade, type of equipment and curvature of track  

                             To include weather and type of securement test.  
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While reviewing the securement checklist, the crew discovers the train has been cut for the road 

crossing at Texas. After untying the head end portion of the train, Conductor Hall rides in the van 

to the road crossing to couple the train together. 

 
53. What must be considered before the crew shoves back to the rear portion of the train? 15.2, 6.5 

                              Contact EIC of form B. Be on ground to protect crossing and job brief before shove. 

 

 

 

54. The road crossing at Texas is not equipped with automatic warning devices. What action is 

required by Conductor Hall while coupling the train together? 6.32.1 
                                  Be on ground to protect crossing.  

 

 

 

55. After coupling the train together, Conductor Hall will need to cut-in the air and release the 
handbrakes on the rear portion before heading to the rear of the train to install the EOT device. 
What is required before Conductor Hall fouls the equipment? 81.5.4, SSI Item 12 

                              Redzone and track breach protection.  

 

 

 

56. What is the process to install and arm an EOT device? 32.9.2, 32.9.3, 32.9.4 
                             Install EOT, enter number on HEU, send signal.  

                                     

 

 

57. How does the crew test emergency function of the EOT device? 32.9.4 
                             Once armed close angle cock on car ahead of last car and test.  

 

 

 
 

58. What air test(s), if any, are required before departing Texas, MP 216.0 and taking the train to 

Sunflower Yard at MP 234.2? 1.33, 30.3.1, HMIII.2 
                                 Class 1 airbrake test.  

 

 

 

59. If the crew performs an air test, will they be required to fill out a new Air Brake Test Form? 30.3.3 
                             No.  
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60. After completing any required air tests, the crew contacts the dispatcher and lets him know that 

they are ready to depart westward to Sunflower. Are they required to compare their Track 

Bulletins with the dispatcher before departing Texas? 15.1, 15.12 
                                    Yes. 

 

 

 

61. The leaving signal at CP W216 changes to Clear. What action is required by the crew before 

initiating movement westward on the siding? 15.2 
                                  Contact EIC of Form B 

 

 

 

62. What is the maximum allowable speed while departing the siding at Texas? 6.31, Timetable 
                                  20 mph 

 

 

 

63. What is the maximum authorized speed for this train between Texas and Sunflower? 

SSI Item 2-A, Timetable 
                                  40 mph 

 

 

 

64. While passing an Approach signal at the east end of Irving at 24 mph, the train experiences a UDE. 

No slack action is felt. The train comes to a stop before passing CP W226. What action is required 

by the crew? 6.23 
                                      Emergency call and contact dispatcher. Inspect train. 

 

 

 

65. After all required inspections have been completed; the train is back on the move. While operating 

at 40 mph, Engineer Chase notices the HEU displays a “RF NOCOM” message. What action is 

required? 32.9.6 
                                      No Action required.          

 

 

 

66. The receiving yard at Sunflower is equipped with overhead lighting. Is Conductor Hall 

required to carry a light while securing the train? 80.6 
                                 Yes.  
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67. While exiting the cab of the lead locomotive, how must Conductor Hall open and close the 

door? 70.9 
                                     Inspect, use handle and close with caution.  

 

 

 

68. After securing the train, the crew will walk to their tie-up location. At one point, they must cross 

several tracks, grouped closely together, to get to the yard office. How should they cross these 

tracks? 81.2.1 
                                        Stop and look in both directions prior to crossing tracks 

 

 

 

69. Conductor Hall is in a hurry to get to a family event, can he give the engineer his User ID and 

password so Engineer Chase can report him off duty? 1.27 
                                     No.  

 

 

 

Two days later, Conductor Quaid and Engineer Chase are called for a through freight train, the 

QRVMN 21, on duty at 0600 at Sunflower Yard. A training engineer, ENT Barron is also called on 

duty with the crew for a familiarization trip over the district. 

 
70. Conductor Quaid obtains the paperwork for the train and is reviewing it when Engineer Chase 

and Barron arrive in the crew room. They complete a job briefing regarding the train 

information and determine the maximum speed of the train and train totals are? 6.31, 30.9.1 
                                 62 Loads, 51 Empties. 9481 tons, 7775 feet with a max speed of 45 mph 

 

 

 

71. What are the current totals for Equivalent Powered Axles (EPA), Equivalent Dynamic Brake Axles 

(EDBA), and TPA for the train? SSI Item 4, 31.8.7 
                                     TPA- 275                

                                      EPA -  34.6 

                                      EDBA – 28.2 

 

72. Does the train exceed the maximum TPA for the Orange Subdivision? Paperwork, 31.8.7 
                           Yes 

 

 

 

73. What is the minimum EPA necessary for the train to operate on the Orange subdivision without 

reducing tonnage? 31.8.7 
                                53 
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The Yardmaster calls Conductor Quaid on the crew room phone to advise him that they will be 

adding a three unit consist as a DP remote to the train. The consist is located in the engine spur at 

the east end of Sunflower yard, and contains, (east to west), the UP7661 (C45ACCTE), UP2619 

(C45AH) and the UP2567 (C45AH). He states that the dispatcher is aware of the move and that the 

train will come into the yard at CP W234 to make the pick up. 

 
74. What are the crew’s responsibilities if additional locomotives are added to the train? 

SSI Item 5-B, Item 5-C 
                             Determine hazmat placement restrictions and isolate/shutdown loco as needed for 

                              Route. 

 

 
 

75. Once the crew finishes with their job briefing, what information must Conductor Quaid job 

brief with the dispatcher prior to initiating movement of the train? SSI Item 5-A 
                                  Job brief regarding highwide restrictions and route.  

 

 

 

76. The yard van will transport the crew to the crew change point. Is the driver required to stop 

before crossing track(s) on the way to the train? 74.7.1 
                                      Yes. 

 

 

 

77. After job briefing with the inbound crew, the train departs and pulls down to a Stop indication at 

CP W234. Where should Engineer Chase stop the train? 6.8 
                               400 ft from signal.  

 

 

 

The Dispatcher calls and advises the crew that he is having trouble with the switches at CP W234. 

He will need them to place the switches in hand throw for the switching move to pick up the DP 

power off the engine spur. 

 
78. What must be included in the job briefing before the dispatcher can authorize the movement and 

give the crew permission to place the switches in hand position? 9.13, 9.13.2 
                                  Job brief and have clear understand of route and what switches will be placed 

                                    into hand throw  

 

 
 

After the requirements regarding the switching movement through the Control Point are met, the 

dispatcher asks the crew if they can make a standing cut on the train so they will be clear of CP 

W234 after adding the DP consist to the train. 
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79. After completing a job briefing regarding the switching moves to be made, Conductor Quaid 

heads back to make the cut on the train. Before cutting away from the rear portion of the train, 

what securement procedure should Quaid use at this location? 32.1.1, 32.1.3 
                                 Secondary procedure 

 

 

 

80. Quaid makes the cut on the train and proceeds to CP W234 to place the switch machines in 

hand operation for their move. What action is required after Quaid takes the power off the first 

switch if it is already lined for the route? 9.13.1 
                                 Operate lever until the switch points are seen to move.  

 

 

81. After properly lining all switches, Quaid instructs Engineer Chase to take it ahead and stops him 

once the train clears the control point. After lining all switches needed for their movement to 

the engine spur, Conductor Quaid will need to ride the lead car to protect the shoving 

movement to the engine spur. Describe a proper job briefing with Chase prior to initiating the 

20 car shoving movement to pick up the DP consist 6.5 
                          Who and how is shove protected, distance and direction. UP2647 lined to engire spur, all 

                              no derail. Conductor on the point shove 20 cars west to a stop.  

 

 
 

82. After adding the DP consist and completing the initial linking process, Chase pulls the head 

portion eastward back out to the main track. Is any additional authority needed to shove 

westward back to the rear portion of the train? 9.13.2 
                                No.  

 

 

 

83. Once the train is back together, what air tests and inspections, if any, will be required by the crew 

before departing Sunflower Yard? 30.7.1, 33.1.2 
                                 Class 3  and brake pipe test 

 

 

 

84. After any required air brake test(s) are completed, Engineer Chase logs into the PTC system. 

What items must be reviewed, and corrected if needed, during initialization of the PTC system? 

18.2, 18.6 
                             Engineer must review train consist data including max speed in ptc system and correct, if needed 

 

 

 

85. After departing Sunflower and while operating on clear signals, what environment must be 

created in the locomotive control compartment as the train passes MP 228? 1.47.1 
                                 Cab redzone – approaching Form B  
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86. When receiving clearance through the Form B limits, what additional information must 

Conductor Quaid provide to the EIC of the Form B? 15.2 
                            High-wide equipment.  

 

 

 

87. As the train passes East Texas on clear signals, the dispatcher calls and wants to issue an 

unforeseen crossing protection. What information does the dispatcher need before issuing the 

unforeseen restriction? 2.14 
                                 Name, title and location and when ready to copy.  

 

 

 

88. The Dispatcher issues a “XH” Procedure at Dillon Road, MP 209.5. Engineer Chase tells Quaid that 

there is a Quiet Zone in effect at that crossing per general order. How should the crew approach 

Dillon Road? 5.8.2, 5.8.4, 6.32.2, SSI Item 9 
                             Crew must comply with procedure 2 at crossing sounding horn.  

 

 

 

89. After complying with the required actions at Dillon road, the train is on the move eastward. The 

crew notices some engineering trucks near the tracks ahead. What whistle signal is required 

when approaching and passing men or equipment? 5.8.2 
                              - o , o o ,,, long short then continuous short  

 

 

 

90. Approaching West Iowa, the crew has initiated a Cab Red Zone and is preparing to stop the 

train, if necessary, before passing East Iowa. Why? 1.47.1, 9.23.1 
                           Prepare to stop before entering signal suspension. Contact EIC. 

 

 

 

91. After passing an Approach indication, the crew on the QRVMN 21 observes a Stop signal at East 

Iowa. What is required before the crew can pass this signal? 9.23.1 
                               Stop, soft cut PTC and contact EIC.  

 

 

 

92. What is the maximum speed of the QRVMN 21 when operating between MP 204.3 

and MP 180.5?6.31, 9.23.1 
                                      45 mph 
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93. Operating eastward, the train is now approaching MP 180.5. How should the crew approach the 

signal at MP 180.5? 9.23.1 
                                   Cab Redzone – prepare to stop 

 

 

 

94. As the train rounds a curve, Conductor Quaid observes the signal at MP 180.5 and calls out 

an Approach indication. What action is required before passing the signal at MP 180.5? 

6.13, Item 10B, Item 12 
                                Call out signal indication and attempt to contact EIC of track break (3Xs) 

 

 

 

95. After passing the Approach signal at MP 180.5, the Bedlam Yardmaster calls the crew with 

instructions regarding a set-out from the train. May a crew member answer the call and copy the 

instructions? 1.47.1 
                                 No  

 

 

 

Engineer Chase stops the train at the east switch of Bedlam Yard. The Yardmaster instructs the 

crew to set-out the head 11 cars and a second block of 5 cars behind line 78 to the east end of 

South Yard, track 2. The crew completes a job briefing regarding the moves to be made and decides 

to make a cut behind the second block of cars. 

 
96. Before cutting away from the rear portion of the train, what securement procedure should Quaid 

use at this location, and is there any PTC related action required before beginning the work event? 

18.9, 32.1, 32.1.1  
                               Secondary procedure. PTC restricted mode.  

 

 

97. Conductor Quaid makes the cut on the train and pulls east of the east yard switch of South 

Bedlam Yard. What is required before he can line the switch and shove westward up the lead into 

track 2 to make the first set-out? 6.7, Timetable 
                                Contact yardmaster if any active zones. If so, contact yard job with active zone.  

 

 

 

98. The Bedlam Yardmaster informs Quaid that the YS22R has RCL Zone E activated. How can 

Conductor Quaid enter the active RCL Zone to complete his work? 6.7 
                                     Contact the YS22R for permission into zone.  
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99. While the road crew completes their work, the YS22R crew is waiting in the clear in track 4. After 

the road crew finishes with the set out, what is required before the YS22R crew can go back to 

work in their RCL Zone? 6.7 
                                  Ensure road crew is clear of zone and switches are lined for their movement.  

 

 

 

100. While waiting in track 4, the foreman on YS22R notices a misaligned drawbar. In addition to 
separating the equipment a sufficient distance and establishing "Red Zone" protection, is any 
additional protection required to adjust the drawbar? 81.5.4, 81.13.1, 81.13.2 

                                     Sufficient hand brakes are unattached portion  

 

 

 

After completing the set-out of the second block of cars to track 2, Quaid pulls the head portion of 

the train out to the main track. After shoving back to a coupling and stretching the joint, he 

requests a Red Zone to cut in the air and untie the train. 

 
101. What is required before Quaid can cut in the air to the rear portion? 33.8.3 

                                  Wait for engineer to change DPU from setout to normal.  

 

 

 

102. Conductor Quaid finishes untying the rear portion of the train, reports clear of the Red Zone 

and returns to the lead unit to job brief with Chase regarding any required air brake tests. What 

air brake tests, if any, will be required before departing Bedlam Yard? 30.3.1 
                                 Class 1  

 

 

 

103. Will the crew be required to re-calculate the train TPA, verify the position of the cut-in helper 

and update the PTC consist data before departing? 18.6, SSI Item 5-C, 31.8.7 
                                 Yes.  

 

 

 

104. How does the crew re-calculate the TPA of the train and the minimum EPA needed for their 

route before departing Bedlam? 31.8.7 
                                Determine EPA needed, then Tonnage / EPA = TPA, TPA limit / Tonnage 

 

 

 

105. What are the requirements if Engineer Chase isolates or shuts down any trailing units to comply 

with the Fuel Conservation rule? 31.8.7 
                                    No tagging requirements 
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106. After completing all required tasks, the crew attempts to contact the dispatcher and departs. 

The previous signal the train passed at MP 177.5 was Clear and their next signal is at MP 

176.0. At what speed may the train depart eastward? 9.9, 18.9 
                              Restricted speed.  

 

 

 

107. The crew observes the signal at MP 176.0 displaying a Green aspect and the track to the signal is 

clear. The dispatcher calls the train and wants to issue Track Warrant Authority to the train. 

Can Conductor Quaid copy the track warrant while the train is moving? 1.47, 2.14, 18.9 
                             Yes 

 

 

 

108. After passing the Clear signal, the dispatcher voids Form C #41080 andd issues Track Warrant #51-50. 

How many copies of the Track Warrant must Quaid fill out, and what is required before the crew can 

act on their Track Warrant Authority? 6.3, 14.9 
                                   2 copies and clear understanding. Job brief with foreman.  

 

 

 

109. At what speed must the train be operated within the limits of Track Warrant #51-50? 6.3, 14.5 
                                  Restricted speed.  

 

 

 

110. Using track Warrant #51-50, how far may the train proceed? 14.2 
                                      MP 175.0 

 

 

 

111. What entries, if any, will Conductor Quaid be required to enter in his conductor log within 

the limits of Track Warrant #51-50? 1.47 
                                    Every two miles record train location, time speed and a “z” to indicate communication 

                                  Between crew and the amount of air brake application.   

 

 
 

112. The signal at the west end of Red River is Diverging Approach. As the train enters the siding, the 

crew can see the leaving signal is red. The dispatcher calls to issue the crew additional 

track warrant authority. Can Conductor Quaid copy the authority while the train is moving? 

1.47.1, 14.9 
                                   No – Cab Red Zone 
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113. Where should Engineer Chase stop the train in the siding at Red River? 6.8 
                                 400 ft from signal.  

 

 

 

114. After stopping, Conductor Quaid copies Track Warrant #63-28. How must the crew 

determine that the UP 5309 has passed their location? 6.2.1 
                                  Direct communication with UP 5309 

 

 

 

115. Conductor Quaid sees a westward train approaching Red River. Which side of the train is 

Conductor Quaid required to detrain and from which side of train should the inspection be 

made? 81.4.1, 6.29.1 
                                       Field side.  

 

 

 

116. While performing the roll-by inspection of the UP 5309 as it passes the east end, Quaid 

notices a car that appears to have “smoking” brakes about 25 from the head end. He notifies the 

Conductor on the UP 5309. What action is required by the crew on the UP 5309? 6.29.1, 32.7.2 
 

                                    Stop and inspect car.  

 

 

117. The leaving signal at the east end of Red River changes to Clear and the train departs. What 

information was Conductor Quaid required to enter in his Conductor Report Form prior to the 

UP 2647 acting on Track Warrant #63-28? 1.47 
 

                             Enter box 2 information from track warrant.  

 

 

118. As the train passes the detector at MP 158.1 they do not receive an exit message. What action is 

required? SSI Item 13 
                                    Report to dispatcher.  

 

 

 

119. Approaching Kinnick, Conductor Quaid observes and calls out an Approach indication at the 

distant signal in advance of the interlocking. He receives no response from Engineer Chase or 

ENT Barron. What action must Conductor Quaid immediately take? 1.47, 1.47.1, 9.1.2, 9.5 
                                   Assert himself in the cab, establish a Red Zone, make sure all crew is alert and attentive.  

                                                 

 

 

120. The next signal, CP W143 is all red. What action is required? 9.5, 9.12.2 
                                 Stop before passing signal and contact control operator.  
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1. The signal at CP W143 changes to Green over Red over Red. What is the train’s maximum speed 

through the interlocking? 6.31, Timetable 
                                        20 mph 

 

 
 

2. As the train passes CP W143, ENT Barron asks Engineer Chase, “Are the speeds through all the 

turnouts at Kinnick the same?” How should Chase respond? Timetable 
                                         Yes 

 

 
 

3. After clearing the interlocking at Kinnick, the train is proceeding eastward on the Orange 

subdivision. As the train clears the detector at MP 131.7, it announces no defects and the axle 

count transmitted is 422. The previous detectors transmitted correct axle counts of 426. What 

action, if any, is required? SSI Item 13 
                                          Reduce to 30 mph, report to dispatcher and resume speed if correct axle count received.  

 

 
 

Quaid calls the dispatcher to report the discrepancy for the axle count. The dispatcher advises 

Quaid that the axle count before and after passing the detector at 131.7 is identical. He will call a 

signal maintainer to inspect the detector. 

 
4. After the QRVMN 21 passes the east switch at Austin, the next signal in advance of the train 

displays a flashing yellow aspect. Chase tells Quaid that they will be taking the siding at 

Stillwater. How should Quaid respond? 1.47, SSI Item 19 
                                               

 

 
 

5. The next signal displays a yellow aspect. What actions are required by the signal? 

SSI Item 19 
                                 Reduce speed to 30 mph 

 

 
 

6. As the crew approaches Stillwater, they observe a Diverging Approach signal at CP W116. What 

is the speed of the Stillwater siding? Timetable, SSI Item 2-A 
30 mph 
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7. There is a westward train stopped on the main track at Stillwater. Does the crew on the QRVMN 

21 need to provide any warning as they pass the train on the adjacent track? 5.8.1 
                                   Ring bell       

  

 
 

8. After operating through the turnout, Conductor Quaid observes the leaving signal at the east 

end of Stillwater siding displaying a Stop indication. He calls out the signal to the crew. 

Where should Chase stop the train? 6.8, 9.5 
 

                                  400 ft from signal  

 
 

9. After stopping, Quaid does not see any conflicting movement ahead. What action is 

required? 9.12.1 
 

                                  Contact dispatcher 

 
 

The dispatcher answers the radio and informs the crew that the switch at CP W114 is out of 

correspondence. After job briefing with the crew, the dispatcher grants Conductor Quaid 

permission to place the switch at CP W114 in hand operation for their movement from the siding to 

the main track. After Quaid repeats the instructions, the dispatcher also grants the UP 2647 

authority to pass signal displaying a Stop indication at CP W114 and proceed eastward from the 

siding to the main track. 

10. After detraining, Quaid proceeds to the switch, unlocks it, and places the selector lever in 

HAND position. Does Quaid need to visually inspect the switch points and mechanism 

before he operates the switch? 82.3 

                                                   YES 

 

 
 

11. Quaid notices that the switch is already lined for movement from the siding to the main 

track. Can he instruct Engineer Chase to begin movement over the switch? 9.13, 9.13.1 
 

                              No 

 
 

12. Is Quaid required to place the lock in the switch mechanism before instructing Chase to 

initiate movement over the switch? 8.8 
 

                              Yes 
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13. Where should Conductor Quaid stand while the train is traversing the switch? 8.4 
 

                               20 feet from switch 

 
 

14. When can Quaid return the dual control switch to power? 9.13, 9.13.1 
 

                                  When at least car / unit has passed over the switch.  

 
 

15. What action(s) are required after returning the dual control switch to power? 

9.13.1, SSI Item 10-K 
 

                               Job brief and ensure all switches are lined back for mainline movement.  

 
 

16. After completing all required actions, the crew is ready to depart eastward. How must the train 

proceed? 9.11, 9.12.1 
                                        Restricted speed until leading wheel pass next governing signal.  

 

 
 

17. The next signal in advance of the train is Clear. How must the train proceed to the signal? 

6.27, 9.11 
                                     Restricted speed until leading wheel pass next governing signal.    

 

 
 

18. While operating on Clear signals, the dispatcher calls the train to inform the crew that they will 

need to set out the rear unit of the entrained DP consist. Due to heavy traffic expected later in 

the day, he asks the crew if there is a set out track the crew could utilize. How should the crew 

respond? Timetable 
 

                                  Lubbock siding 

 
 

19. As the train approaches Lubbock, the crew job briefs the moves to set out the locomotive in 

the set out track. ENT Barron says he can run the locomotive into the set out track after they 

make the cut on the train. Is this move permissible? 1.47, SSI Item 7-B 
 

                                     No        
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20. The train proceeds into the siding at Lubbock. Engineer Chase stops the train at the set out 

track. MOP Clark is there waiting for the crew to provide assistance if needed. Can Barron 

run the single locomotive into the set out track if MOP Clark is in the cab with him? 

1.47, SSI Item 7-B 
 

                                 Yes, with proper job briefing as MOP is a DLSE 

 
 

21. After job briefing with MOP Clark regarding the moves to be made, Quaid calls the 

dispatcher for a signal at the east end of Lubbock siding and Chase pulls the train eastward. 

Quaid stops the movement at the remote consist to make the cut. Before cutting away 

from the rear portion of the train, what securement procedure should Quaid use at this 

location? 32.1 
 

                                    Secondary procedure 

 
 

22. How would Barron properly secure the single locomotive in the set-out track? 

32.2.1, 32.2.1.1 
 

                                       Single car securement.  

 
 

23. After completing the set out and re-coupling the train, MOP Clark asks Barron if any air 

brake tests are required before departing Lubbock. Barron replies? 30.7.1, 34.4, 33.8.4 
 

                                            Class 3 and train check.  

 
 

24. After setting out the rear locomotive of the remote DP consist, does the crew need to verify 

that the entrained helper placement is correct before proceeding? SSI Item 5-C 
                                                         Yes 

 

 
 

25. After completing all required actions, the crew thanks MOP Clark for his help and is ready to 

depart. How should the train be operated to the next governing signal? (The signal at the east 

end of Lubbock siding was Clear.) 9.9 
 

                                         Prepared to stop until signal is visible.  
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26. Travelling eastward, the QRVMN 21 encounters a signal displaying a Yellow over Yellow aspect 

in advance of Farmageddon. What action is required when passing this signal? 

SSI Item 19, 9.2.5 
 

                               Approach diverging. Prepare to diverge at next governing signal.   

 
 

27. At Farmageddon, the crew observes a Red over Green aspect. How is the train required to 

move past the signal and through the turnout to MT 2? Item 19, Timetable 
 

                                         40 mph 

 
 

28. After passing through the turnout at Farmageddon, the crew hears a westward train call the 

dispatcher to report that they are in emergency on MT 1 at Norman. The dispatcher 

immediately calls the UP 2647 with this information. What action is required by the crew on 

the QRVMN 21? 6.23 
 

                                   Proceed prepare to stop.  

 
 

29. The QRVMN 21 will crew change in the siding at Norman. After passing an Approach 

indication, the crew observes a Diverging Approach signal at CP W062. The outbound crew 

calls Conductor Quaid and asks how the supplies are. How should Conductor Quaid 

respond? 1.47.1 
 

                                     Cab red zone – standby  

 
 

30. The train enters the siding at Norman on a Diverging Approach. As the train moves toward the 

east end of the siding, Conductor Quaid stands up and begins moving about the cab while 

gathering his gear in preparation for getting off the train. What should Engineer Chase and 

ENT Barron do? 81.7.1 
 

                                    Cab red zone focus on stopping and be ready for unexpected movements.  
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1. Who is required to have either a printed or UPRR electronic version of the Form 8620? 
                                             UPRR who inspects and transports hazmat material  

 

 

2. What is the most current version of the Emergency Response Guidebook? 
                                             2016 

 

 

3. During train operations, who is required to carry the most current Emergency Response 
Guidebook (ERG)? 

 

                                 Conductors  

 

4. A loaded tank car containing a material poisonous/toxic by inhalation, including anhydrous 
ammonia, is a Rail Security-Sensitive material (RSSM)? 

 

                                    Yes 

 

5. When is a Positive Hand-Off required? 
                                          Receiving RSSM, receiving/delivering in interchange, delivering within a high threat 

                                       Urban Area 

 

 

6. When a Positive Hand-Off of a RSSM shipment is required, what is necessary for the 
shipment to be considered attended? 

                                            Employee or authorized rep is physical located on site in reasonable proximity to car  

                                       Can immediately respond, contact law enforcement.  

 

 

7. What items must be documented during a Positive Hand-Off? 
                                                    Car initials and number, first and last name of person attended transfer,  

                                                Location of transfer, date and time of transfer.  
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8. What documents are required when accepting or transporting a hazardous material 
shipment? 
- RR produced doc      - UPS docs   - Connecting carriers docs  - hand printed docs 

 

 

9. List the documents that would be considered acceptable shipping papers: 
                                         RR produced doc      - UPS docs   - Connecting carriers docs  - hand printed docs 

 

 

10. A crew has a work order to pull 10 cars of TIH/PIH hazardous material from Bridgman 
Chemicals. The 4th car in the track is not listed on the work order. What is required? 

 

                               Leave the 4th car and all other cars behind it.  

 

11. Before proceeding, what must be done with all copies of Position-in-Train documents 
after pickups or setouts have been made? 

 

                                Update the position in train docs before proceeding.  

 

12. A crew will be picking up 10 cars listed as TIH/PIH that are a solid block. What 
inspections are required? 

 

                                       None 

 

13. Your crew will be picking up a loaded TIH/PIH tank car at a customer’s facility on an 
Industrial lead. What action is required if the car is missing a placard? 

 

                                   May not take unless properly placarded on four sides. Do not accept.  

 

14. What is the maximum coupling speed when a loaded placarded car is cut off in motion? 
 

                                      4 mph 
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15. The following cars are being switched in a hump yard. Are there any restrictions to 
switching these cars in a hump yard? 

 

 

                                  Release in cuts of 2 

 

 
 

16. What precautions must be taken when flat switching the loaded tank cars shown below? 
 

SHOVE                   KICK                   SHOVE           KICK             SHOVE 

 

 

 
 

 
17. During humping operations, which cars must be shoved to rest? 

 

                                                  SHOVE        SHOVE                                                                          SHOVE  
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18. In a switching operation, can the car below be kicked or humped? Please explain your 
answer. 

 
 

 

 

                                    NO – articulated 1C applies 

 

 
 

19. Which car(s) may be cut-off in motion while flat switching? 
 

 

                                                           Kick                Kick             Shove          Kick               Shove               Shove 

 

 

20. Could you couple the engine to the cut of cars shown below while switching? 
 

 
 

                                            No 
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21. While switching at an Industry, could a Local crew couple directly into the cars shown 
below at either end of the cut? 

 

                                      Yes 

 

 

 
 

22. Will the car placement shown below meet Placement in Train requirements? Explain why 
or why not. 

 
                                         No 
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23. Will the car placement shown below meet Placement in Train requirements? Explain why 

or why not. 
 

 

                                Yes 

 

 
 

24. Using the Placard Endorsement Conversion Chart and the Placement in Train Chart, are 
the following placements correct? 

 

            

 NO  

  

 
25. Can the cars shown below be placed next to each other in a train? 
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                                    No – juice box 

 

 

 
26. Will the car placement shown below meet Placement in Train requirements? Explain why 
or why not. 

 

 
 
                                                        Yes 
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27. Using the Placard Endorsement Conversion Chart and the Placement in Train Chart, are 
the following placements correct? 

 
 

 
 

                                                                         No – blue can not be next to purple  

 

 
 

28. After switching cars at an Industry, could a Local crew place the cars (as shown below) 
on the head end of their train and proceed to their next customer located 6 miles away on 
the Industrial Lead? 

 

       No   - buffer required
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29. If the car below was added to a train with no hazardous materials, would its Key Train 
status change? 

 
 
 

 

                                                  Yes THI/PIH 

 

30. Does the rear helper shown below comply with the Placement in Train requirements? 
 
 

                                                    Yes 
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